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Christmas is coming…
and so is murder…

It ’s holiday season in
small-town Doyle, and
the town is pivoting from
UFO tourism to Bigfoot
Days. For Susan Witsend,
the owner of a UFO-
themed B&B, this presents
a branding conundrum.

But when Bigfoot is
blamed for a mass
garden gnome theft,
control-freak Susan is
drafted to track down the
kidnapped gnomes. And
then the holiday season
hits another sour note
with the murder of a
member of her caroling
group. 

Are Susan’s organization
skil ls up to juggling missing
gnomes and tracking down
a kil ler in time to ring in the
festivities? 

Because as Susan unwraps
motives and alibis, she
finds herself adding more
names to the naughty l ist.
She may have to face some
hard truths about her own
limits and about just how
far a not-so-jolly kil ler wil l
go…

Susan’s Bigfoot
Investigation Protocol at the
back of the book!

ABOUT THE BOOK

BOOK 5 IN THE
WITS' END SERIES

GNOME
ALONE



MOST POPULAR INTERVIEW TOPICS

PODCAST LISTENER
OFFERS

What makes a mystery cozy?
How do you plot a mystery novel?
What are the challenges of writing in today's
market?

COZY MYSTERIES

Have you ever seen a ghost? (Spoiler: yes!)
What's your experience ghost hunting?
You say the magic in your books is based on history
or current magical practices. How does that work?

THE PARANORMAL

How did you become interested in Tarot?
Where does Tarot come from?
Does Tarot "work?" If so, how?

TAROT

Free ebook copy of Fortune Favors the Grave, from my Tea & Tarot
cozy mystery series;
Free PDF copy of The Melancholy Detective, from my Riga Hayworth
urban fantasy mystery series.



ABOUT KIRSTEN

BIOGRAPHY
I  write laugh-out-loud, page-
turning mysteries for readers who
want to escape with real, complex,
and flawed but l ikable characters.
If there’s magic in the story, it
works consistently within the
world’s rules and is based in
history or the reality of current
magical practices. 

I ’m best known for my cozy and
witch mystery novels, though I ’ve
written steampunk as well. So if
you like funny, action-packed
mysteries with complicated
heroines, just turn the page…

Website: KirstenWeiss.com
App: kirstenweissbooks.beezer.com
Twitter: @KirstenWeiss
Facebook: facebook.com/kirsten.weiss
Instagram: @kirstenweissauthor

Bay Area Focus Interview: https://bit. ly/FocusKWeiss

Crazy Cat Paranormal: https://bit. ly/CrazyCatKWeiss

Lots and lots of blogs

FOLLOW ME

PAST PRESS



QUICK FACTS

Gnome Alone is book five in
the laugh-out-loud Wits’ End
mystery series. A fast-paced
and funny cozy mystery,
packed with quirky
characters, pets, and murder,
it ’s perfect for fans of Jana
DeLeon, Janet Evanovich, and
Donna Andrews. Pre-ordered
books can be purchased at
the discount price of $3.99.

Bigfoot Investigation Protocol
at the back of the book!

Gnome Alone

Page Count: 250

Genre: Cozy Mystery

Publisher: misterio press

Publication date: October 31, 2021

ISBN: 978-1-944767-70-9

Price: $4.99

Avaible Formats: ebook and paperback

Where to Buy: All f ine online book retailers!



"Weiss' many quirky ongoing
characters add charm and
humor."

“Quirky characters can make
or break your book. I 've read
other cozies that had some
quirky characters that just fell
short of the mark for me. But I
was completely dedicated to
this crazy cast… The situations
they find themselves in are
completely out-of-this-world
and I want to see this played
out on a screen somewhere.
It 's just that much fun.”

“A high-voltage, cleverly-spun
mystery that I couldn't put
down. Riga Hayworth is
addictive.”

" If you love cozy mysteries and
want something just a tad
different, Chocolote à la
Murder is exactly your cup of
tea! Kirsten Weiss crafts
realistic and likable
characters and puts them in
intriguing situations. I may
never think of chocolate
making the same way again!"
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AUTHOR


